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Foreword

Iran – the Persianate world – Hungary1

The present volume contains studies relating to Iranian civilisation and cultural 
studies� Orpheus Noster, an interdisciplinary journal published by the Károli Gáspár 
University of the Hungarian Reformed Church, founded in 2009, plays a pivotal 
role in promoting research in Iranian history and culture in Hungary, since to the 
best of our knowledge the present volume of this journal is the very first one in 
Hungary dedicated completely to subjects relating to Iran and Iranian culture.

Before introducing the papers of the present volume, it is important to ask: why it 
is valuable to discuss Iranian and/or Persianate culture and civilisation at present in 
Hungary? The precise definitions of the two words ‘Iranian’ and ‘Persianate’ might 
prompt some political difficulties, but we would like to emphasise that our main 
aim in using these terms was to show the utmost diversity and complexity covered 
by these concepts. First of all, it is very important to point out that when we speak 
about Iranian culture or lands of Īrānzamīn, or about the Persianate world (or in some 
cases the Persophone world), this does not refer to a single political entity or a political 
unit but rather a cultural pattern which connects different geographic regions. In 
a premodern historical and cultural sense (before the rise of modern western-style 
nation states in the late 19th or 20th centuries), elements of this Iranian/Persianate 
cultural influence can be discovered in several major centres from the present-
day Northern Balkans (Bosnia and to a limited degree Ottoman Hungary) to Asia 
Minor and the Caucasus, Central Asia, present-day Iran, and in varying levels in 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and as far as in India.

Parts of these vast areas have been ethnically populated by several groups who 
were connected on different levels to Iranian/Persianate cultural influences. The 
first level is represented by nations speaking variants of Persian in present-day Iran, 
Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan; these groups were exposed to the highest 
level of Iranian/Persianate cultural influences. Present-day Farsi, Dari and Tajik 
speakers are all cultural descendants of the Classical Persian cultural and linguistic 
unity, where these groups followed the same premodern cultural models (though 
all these groups always showed a great variety of religious and ethnic background 
in their social structures). The areas populated by these people can be called Persian 
lands and the use of the plural (‘lands’) is a deliberate one, owing to the complexity 
of these areas of present-day Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asia in the past and 
present.
1 A szerző jelen tanulmánya a Magyar Művészeti Akadémia Művészeti Ösztöndíjprogramjának támogatásával 

jött létre� The present paper of the author is supported by the Scholarship Program of the Hungarian 
Academy of Arts.
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Th e second level is represented by peoples of non-Persian Iranian background 
in the above-mentioned regions such as Kurds, Balochis, Pashtus, Ossetes, and 
so on, who have their own Iranian languages and cultures diff erent from Persian-
speaking groups; however, in many cases these peoples have been also infl uenced 
to a certain extent by Persianate cultural crossroads.

Th e third group within the Iranian/Persianate world is represented by non-
Iranian peoples, mainly but not exclusively diff erent Turkic-speaking groups 
(especially Azerbaijanis, Ottoman Turks and Uzbeks) in Asia Minor, in the Southern 
Caucasus and in Central Asia, who came into close contact with Persianate cultural 
elements. Muslim peoples under Ottoman rule in the Balkan Peninsula, such 
as Bosnians and groups of Albanians, Muslim subjects of Mughal India, as well 
as Iranian and Central Asian Jews and Armenians also had Persianate aspects 
in their culture before the advent of the modern world in the above-mentioned 
geographical areas. As an example, we can say that the knowledge of Classical 
Persian and Classical Persian literary works among the educated and religious 
classes is a constant Persianate element of these non-Iranian peoples. Persianised 
Islamic culture evidently played a major role in disseminating Persianate cultural 
trends in this third group. Some branches of Islam became also partly Persianised, 
especially some Sufi  groups in the Balkan Peninsula (such as the Mevlevi dervishes 
who promoted Persian language in 16–17th century Ottoman Hungary). Th is 
short introduction shows that Persianate identity is a cultural phenomenon where 
Persianate culture could exist independently of any political aspects and this 
cultural phenomenon was cultivated in several geographical centres between the 
Bosphorus and the Bay of Bengal.

As for Hungary, it has its own place in the realm of the Iranian/Persianate world. 
It is not only because of 19–20th century Oriental studies that Hungarians became 
acquainted with Persianate cultural elements. Cultural and historical ties between 
Hungarians and Iranians are manifold. First we should refer to aspects of early 
Hungarian history, the birth and roots of the Hungarians, where signifi cant Iranian 
cultural, ethnic and linguistic infl uences can be detected. As it is well-known, 
there are Iranian loanwords in the Hungarian language, the number of which is 
roughly sixty according to the research of the greatest Hungarian Iranologist, János 
Harmatta. It is also known that several Iranian languages exerted an infl uence on 
Hungarian before 900 AD; therefore one can hypothesise a relatively constant 
interaction between early Hungarians and diff erent Iranian tribes in the Old and 
Middle Iranian linguistic periods, before the settlement of Hungarians in the 
Carpathian Basin.

Besides these early contacts, Classical Persian written sources preserved 
fascinating information on steppe history of the early Middle Ages. Here – among 
others – we can mention the Ḥudūd al-cālam (‘Th e borders/ lands of the world’) penned 
by an anonymous author and Gardīzī’s Zayn al-aḫbār (‘Th e beauty of the histories’) 
from the 10th and 11th centuries AD containing rich material on early Hungarians. 
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It is also important to note that certain groups of Hungarians could have settled 
in the Caucasus in the direct vicinity of the Persian lands. In Hungarian national 
traditions and myths, as well as in medieval Hungarian art, we can also discover 
several Persianate elements which refer to the contacts of early Hungarians with the 
northern fringes of the Persianate world in Central Asia and the Caucasus.

It is also important to stress that peoples of Iranian origin settled in the 
Carpathian basin in the past one thousand years. Peoples of Iranian origin are 
represented by groups of Scythians, Sarmatians and Iazigs in the Roman period, 
and in the medieval period by the Jász (Alan) people who all chose present-day 
Hungary as their new homeland. 

Later on, from the end of the 14th century, a sense of Ottomanophobia played 
a vital role in cementing ties between Persian lands and Hungary, since both 
areas were threatened (and later were overrun) by the Ottomans. Ever since the 
disastrous defeat of King Sigismund in the battle of Nicopolis in 1396, Hungarian 
rulers were keen to build political ties with political powers in the backyard of the 
Ottomans in order to halt or derail Ottoman expansionism towards the Balkans. 
King Sigismund and King Matthias had their own representatives in late medieval 
Persia, which helped to strengthen contacts between the two areas.

On the other hand, it was also Ottomans who promoted the Persianate culture 
and the Persian language in Hungary in the 16–17th centuries as part of their own 
cultural identity. Though the Ottomans were enemies of Ṣafavid Persia, they were 
one of the foremost cultural centres of the Persianate world, representing Persianate 
culture without direct Ṣafavid political influence. Persian literature was taught and 
carefully cultivated by Ottoman educated classes in Buda and Pécs, and perhaps 
elsewhere in Ottoman Hungary. Besides this, a certain amount of Persian poetry 
was also produced by Muslim Ottoman authors of Bosnian origin in 17th century 
Hungary.

Oriental studies began developing modestly in the late 18th century in Habsburg-
ruled Hungary. In this period it was the Hungarian national awakening which 
raised interest in the eastern roots of early Hungarians. This new national movement 
paved the way for the revival of Hungarian-Iranian/Persianate cultural contacts. 
Emblematic figures such as the eminent Ḥāfiz philologist Károly Imre Reviczky 
(1737–1793), or famous Orientalists such as Arminius Vámbéry (1832–1913) or Sir 
Aurel Stein (1862–1943) came from Hungary and all had a lasting influence on 
Iranian studies both inside and outside Hungary.

As for the present volume, all the above-mentioned complexity of the Persianate 
world is reflected in this selection of papers. In this volume we find essays on 
history, political studies, religious studies, linguistics and Eastern European-
Iranian connections, focusing on different historical periods from late antiquity 
until modern times.

Touraj Daryaee’s paper (‘Khosrow II in the Pahlavi Text Māh ī Farwardīn rōz 
ī Hordād’) is an attempt to address the legacy of Khusraw II (Khosrow II) as it 
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Persian miniature. Scene from Attar’s Conference of the Birds, c. 1600. 
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was reflected in the Middle Persian text entitled Māh ī Farwardīn rōz ī Hordād 
(‘The month of Farwardīn, the Day of Hordād’)� This paper throws a rare light on the 
hitherto neglected fact that Khusraw II (591–628), the last significant member of 
the Sasanian dynasty, is relatively scarcely mentioned in Pahlavi literature; one of 
the few exceptions is the testimony preserved in the Māh ī Farwardīn rōz ī Hordād, 
which contains a chapter on the miracles and treasures of Khusraw II. As the author 
rightly suggests, there is much in common with later Arabic and Classical Persian 
sources on Ḫusraw II in this chapter and this fact helps to re-interpret parts of 
Pahlavi literature.

Miklós Sárközy’s paper (‘Some Notes about Jalāl al-Dīn Ḥasan III—and His 
Contacts with the Abbasids’) addresses the political and diplomatic contacts of the 
Nizārī Ismāʿīlī state at the beginning of the 13th century AD during the rule of Ḥasan 
III (1210–1221). The author proves that the policy pursued by the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs at 
the beginning of the 13th century was mainly of pragmatist character rather than an 
ideologically-minded one, thus allowing the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs to balance successfully 
between several major powers of the Middle East. Besides this political attitude 
conducted by the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs, interesting details about the Mongol policy 
towards the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs are revealed in the concluding chapter of the paper. 
Sárközy’s other contribution to this volume is his Hungarian translation of a part of 
the well-known travelogue of Nāsir-i Ḫusraw Qubādiyānī (1004–1088), the famous 
Isma ̄ ʿīlī thinker and author of Central Asian origin. Through this vivid description 
of Fatimid Cairo in the 1030s we can have a closer look at one of the flourishing 
centres of medieval Islam. Nāsir-i Ḫusraw’s travelogue represents one of the first, 
but already mature, examples of Classical Persian prose.

Hadi Jorati’s paper is written about problems of historiography of the early 
Mongol period of Iran (‘Persian Primary Sources on the Mongol Campaigns, a 
Pre-Appraisal’). More precisely, this paper offers a very detailed study relating to 
the sources on the 13th century Mongol conquest of Iran, where Jorati shows true 
mastery in the classification of different accounts of the Mongol campaigns against 
the Persian lands in this era. Following a thorough overview of different sources 
composed in various languages, Jorati focuses on the two perhaps most significant 
Classical Persian accounts written in the Ilkhanid period: the chronicles of Juwaynī 
and Rašīd al-Dīn, addressing their highly complex philological background and 
manuscript problems as well as questions of authorship history and the very 
important issues of the textual interdependence of the two sources.

András Barati’s elaborate essay (‘The Succession Struggle Following the Death 
of Nādir Shāh’) follows based on primary sources the political struggles for power 
just after the assassination of Nādir Shāh (1736–1747) in mid-18th century Iran. By 
the thorough analysis of important political events as well as the Nādirid successor 
state’s inner political system, Barati proves that the state of the Nādirids can be 
considered more complex than a mere buffer zone between the other emerging 
post-Nādir Shāh regional states of the Zands and the Durrānīs. This paper greatly 
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helps us to understand the highly turbulent and complicated character of Iranian 
history in the 18th century.

Katalin Somogyi’s paper (‘Between Paris and Ahvaz: Rudolf Macúch in Iran 
(1949–1956)’) is an introduction to the personality, life and work of Rudolf Macúch 
(1919–1993), a famous linguist of Slovak origin who spent long years in Iran and 
himself was an expert of several neglected Iranian minority groups, their languages 
and literature. In the present essay a special emphasis is put on Macúch’s connections 
with the Mandaean community of Ahvaz, who are followers of a gnostic religion 
founded in late antiquity. Th is paper well represents the importance of Eastern 
European scholars and their remarkable scientifi c achievements in Iranian studies.

Rozina Dombi belongs to the youngest generation of qualifi ed and promising 
Iranists in Hungary. Her paper examines sources on diff erent periods of Persian 
in the Islamic period, focusing on the characteristics of plural formation of words 
in Persian. Relying on various genres, such as classical poetic and historical texts, 
modern Persian prose, electronic media in Iran, and the lyrics of famous Persian 
songs, Dombi successfully demonstrates that the ways in which the plural form is 
expressed show wide diversity. Furthermore, the characteristics of the examined 
plural formation used in diff erent variants of this language (namely classical Persian, 
modern standard Persian, and modern colloquial Persian) appear to be extremely 
rich. Diff erent plural formations co-exist, and it depends on the speaker’s social, 
cultural and acoustic choices which of these plural formations are preferred.

Benedek Péri’s article is an important contribution to the study of Turco-Iranian 
literary connections and interactions in Mughal India. Th rough the detailed analysis 
of the Persian and Turkish (Chaghatay) ghazals of Bayrām Khān, an important 
Mughal offi  cial of Turco-Iranian background in the service of Mughal emperor 
Akbar (1556–1605), we are off ered a glimpse at post-Classical Persian poetry and 
the infl uence it exerted on non-Persian literary traditions. Like many noblemen 
following Timurid literary traditions, Bayrām Khān also composed poetic works in 
order to demonstrate his sophisticated knowledge of Persian literature and poetry. 
It is also worth mentioning that, according to the thorough analysis and numerous 
examples provided by Péri, Turkic literary genres oft en had a signifi cant impact on 
Persian poetry in the 16th century as well, as is made clear in Péri’s detailed paper.

In conclusion, we hope that this important collection of papers helps raise 
interest in Iranian studies and culture in a wider audience in Hungary and in Eastern 
Europe as well. Th e present editor would like to express his deepest gratitude to the 
Orpheus Noster journal of the Károli Gáspár University of the Hungarian Reformed 
Church, and especially to Dr Monika Frazer-Imregh for her support and enthusiasm 
during the editorial process of this volume.

Miklós Sárközy
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